Press release

Momentum expands fund distribution
to Hong Kong retail investors
London, 14 May 2013, Momentum Global Investment Management (‘Momentum’), announces that it has
received approval from the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong (SFC) to distribute its
Luxembourg domiciled UCITS umbrella fund, Momentum Global Funds, to retail investors in Hong Kong.
Eight “Harmony” branded sub-funds of Momentum Global Funds have been authorised by the SFC:
Harmony Asian Growth, Harmony Asian Balanced, Harmony US Dollar Growth, Harmony US Dollar
Balanced, Harmony Sterling Growth, Harmony Sterling Balanced, Harmony AUD Growth and Harmony
Euro Balanced.
“Asia is a key distribution focus for Momentum and the approval by the SFC for the Harmony funds will
provide us with a substantially strengthened platform for our growth strategy in the region,” said Ferdi
van Heerden, Chief Executive Officer of Momentum.
“We enjoy excellent support from our distribution partners in Asia and the newly acquired authorisation
will enable us to build on existing relationships and extend our provision of innovative investment
solutions coupled with first class client service.”
Authorisation of the funds in Hong Kong for distribution to retail investors is the latest step in the
company’s expansion into Asia and the Middle East. Momentum has established strong links with these
markets through strategic partnerships with wealth managers and intermediaries. This includes the
appointment of the Australian based Easton Asset Management, the Australian Stock Exchange listed
sub-division of Easton Investments Limited as the global sub-distributor of the Harmony Funds.
The eight Harmony Funds are managed in accordance with Momentum’s disciplined asset allocation
framework. Momentum believes that valuation is the most effective long term determinant of investment
returns.
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Momentum Global Investment Management
nick.robert-nicoud@momentumgim.com
Lucy Richardson

Marketing Manager

020 7398 5764

Momentum Global Investment Management
lucy.richardson@momentumgim.com
Photographs are available from lucy.richardson@momentumgim.com

Notes to editors
Momentum Global Investment Management Limited is the global investment arm of Momentum
Investments, and provides specialist investment management services to retail and institutional clients,
financial intermediaries and their clients in Europe, the Middle and Far East and South Africa.
Momentum Global Investment Management Limited is part of the Momentum Group, one of the
largest insurance companies in South Africa, with a market capitalisation of circa GBP2.6 billion as at
31 December 2012
Momentum Global Investment Management Limited has GBP3 billion under management as at
31 December 2012.
Momentum Global Investment Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Services Authority in the United Kingdom, and is an authorised Financial Services Provider pursuant to
the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002 in South Africa.
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Important information
This document is only intended for use by the original recipient, either a Momentum GIM client or prospective client,
and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which it is not authorised or
permitted, or to anyone who would be an unlawful recipient. The original recipient is solely responsible for any actions
in further distributing this document, and in doing so should be satisfied that there is no breach of local legislation or
regulation. This document should not be reproduced or distributed except via original recipients acting as
professional intermediaries. This document is not for distribution in the United States.
Prospective investors should take appropriate advice regarding applicable legal, taxation and exchange control
regulations in countries of their citizenship, residence or domicile which may be relevant to the acquisition, holding,
transfer, redemption or disposal of any investments herein solicited.
Any opinions expressed herein are those at the date this document is issued. Data, models and other statistics are
sourced from our own records, unless otherwise stated. We believe that the information contained is from reliable
sources, but we do not guarantee the relevance, accuracy or completeness thereof. Unless otherwise provided
under UK law, Momentum GIM does not accept liability for irrelevant, inaccurate or incomplete information contained,
or for the correctness of opinions expressed.
The value of investments in discretionary accounts, and the income derived, may fluctuate and it is possible that an
investor may incur losses, including a loss of the principal invested. Past performance is not generally indicative of
future performance. Investors whose reference currency differs from that in which the underlying assets are invested
may be subject to exchange rate movements that alter the value of their investments.
Under our multi-management arrangements, we selectively appoint underlying sub-investment managers and funds
to actively manage underlying asset holdings in the pursuit of achieving mandated performance objectives. Annual
investment management fees are payable both to the multimanager and the manager of the underlying assets at
rates contained in the offering documents of the relevant portfolios (and may involve performance fees where
expressly indicated therein).
Momentum GIM (Company Registration No. 3733094) has its registered office at 20 Gracechurch Street, London,
EC3V 0BG.
Momentum GIM Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom, and is
an authorised Financial Services Provider pursuant to the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of
2002 in South Africa.
© Momentum GIM Limited 2013
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